
Hacking Academia
Breaking down boundaries between the security underground and academia



“When a distinguished but elderly 
scientist states that something is 
possible, he is almost certainly right. 
When he states that something is 
impossible, he is very probably wrong.”

- Arthur C. Clarke, 1962,                           
“Profiles of the Future”



The Proposition
Eliminate the boundaries between professional/academic security researchers and 
“non professional” researchers/operators to make the world more secure, enable 
privacy and advance discovery

Some things to consider:

• Is this distinction between two camps becoming meaningless in security and 
privacy or are there roles for each (i.e. academics can’t push limits as much)? Or is 
research just research no matter who does it?

• Before ~ 1970, academics had access to modest funding they could use freely. But 
modern day Peer Review is designed to prevent paradigm shifts. Everything is 
incremental! And science has become more like a business.



This Dilemma Isn’t Anything New. Why 
Should We Care? And What is Hacking 
Academia Anyway?

• The National Science Foundation spends $80M /year on basic security & 
privacy research. Numerous other agencies (DARPA, etc.) fund millions in 
applied security work as does industry. So why are there still so many 
security problems? Why is security research so incremental?

• Transition to Practice (TTP) program . Much ire and confusion over it 
from academics.

• Agendas at academic security and hacker cons look suspiciously similar. 
Neither wants to be seen at each others’ conferences. Can this be 
overcome?



Which is Which? DEFCON or USENIX 
Security?

SGX Cache Attacks

Turn Speakers to Microphones for Fun and Profit

Breaking a Widely Used Continuous Glucose Monitoring System

One Car, Two Frames: Attacks on Hitag-2 Remote Keyless Entry Systems Revisited

A Timer-Free High-Precision L3 Cache Attack using Intel TSX

DeTor: Provably Avoiding Geographic Regions in Tor

Hacking in Darkness: Return-oriented Programming against Secure Enclaves

Computer Security, Privacy, and DNA Sequencing: Compromising Computers 

with Synthesized DNA, Privacy Leaks, and More

PDF Mirage: Content Masking Attack Against Information-Based Online Services

Understanding the Mirai Botnet

USB Snooping Made Easy: Crosstalk Leakage Attacks on USB Hubs

Offensive Malware Analysis: Dissecting

OSX/FruitFly via a Custom C&C Server

Next-Generation Tor Onion Services

Controlling IoT Devices With Crafted Radio Signals

Cisco Catalyst Exploitation

Persisting with Microsoft Office: Abusing 
Extensibility Options

Deep Neural Networks for Social Stegonography 

Trojan-tolerant Hardware & Supply Chain Security 
in Practice 
Putting the Emerging “Drone Defense” Market to 
the Test 



Inspiration....



CyberSquirrel One*

• Squirrels are a bigger threat to ICS than hackers

• Squirrels and their partners in crime cause 10-20% of 
power outages, according to The Washington Post.

• Their methodology of data collection is impressive for a 
hobby

• The map lists "all unclassified Cyber Squirrel Operations 
that have been released to the public that we have 
been able to confirm. There are many more executed 
ops than displayed on this map however, those ops 
remain classified."

* Remember this for later in the presentation- it will come up again



Jay Radcliffe: Hacking His Insulin Pump 
(2011)

• Type 1 diabetic and Security Researcher
• Wore J&J insulin pump since he was 22.
• Using the serial number, was able to send commands to and wirelessly disable (within 150 

feet), raise or lower  insulin coming from the insulin pump.
• “Maybe we can use our collective strength to talk about what really matters. Have our 

voices be the ones the FDA hears”
• Approached J&J about fixing it. They included him in their recall process.
• Couldn’t get published in any journals – no PhD, no MD, not enough rigor in his methods

• Updated talk in 2017: 
“Using the Scientific Method in Security Research” (2017)

use some methodology – hypothesis, planning, legal advice, 
experimentation, collect data, consider how you’ll do disclosure,
talk about what went wrong in your experiment



Crypto & Privacy Village

• Rivaled any academic conference

• Talks on: SHA-3, secure multi-party computation, homomorphic 
encryption, post quantum crypto, encryption key management

• Also talks on anti-censorship, evading facial recognition 

and algorithmic transparency

Goldbug puzzle to solve during 
The weekend



Voting Village 2017

• Several mainstream press releases – huge impact

• Slick, very professional report:

• “Voting Machine Hacking Village Report on Cyber Vulnerabilities in U.S. 
Election Equipment, Databases, and Infrastructure” – Matt Blaze (UPenn),  
Jake Braun (UChicago),  with a forward by the Former U.S. Ambassador to 
NATO

• US officials from Homeland Security and Congress members visited the voting 
village 

• 2018, voting machine manufacturers sent threatening letters to eBay resellers 
that selling the machines is illegal -- which is not true

• Academics: “We’ve known this for years!” 



At NSF we were asked: “What does ‘the 
Community’ think, say, do, want, study etc.” –
Who is ‘the Community’ when talking about 
Cybersecurity?



Gabriella Coleman - Anthropologist

• Wolfe Chair in Scientific & Technological Literacy at McGill University

• Socio-Cultural Anthropologist; “cyber anthropologist”

• Foremost expert on Anonymous and hacker culture

• Explores the varied sets of ethics and philosophies behind hackers, 
pranksters, and activists who operate under “Anonymous”

• First one to live amongst Anonymous online and understand the 
links between hacker culture and activism and motives



Phil Rogaway’s Essay

• “The Moral Character of Cryptographic Work” (2015)

• CompSci/Cryptography Professor at UC Davis

• “…academic cryptographers seem to think that our field is a fun, 
deep, and politically neutral game – a set of puzzles involving 
communicating parties and notional adversaries. This vision of who 
we are animates a field whose work is intellectually impressive and 
rapidly produced, but also quite inbred and divorced from real-
world concerns. Is this what cryptography should be like?”

• Data is never “just data”

• Adversaries shouldn’t be reduced to cute cartoon devils



Not a New Problem...



Gregor Mendel, Father of Genetics

• ‘Mendel’s Laws of Inheritance’ explains hereditary - how traits are passed down   
from parents to children

• Mendel grew up on the family farm. Worked as a gardener & beekeeper. Full-time 
monk at the Augustinian Abbey of Brno from 1843 until his death in 1884

• Began experiments on pea plants of the monastery garden in Brno in 1856, to 
develop new color variants and examine effects of hybridization

• Published a 44 page paper in 1865 in the annual Proceedings of the Brno Natural 
Sciences Society, with copies sent to the Royal Society, Linnean Society & 
Smithsonian  

• 1902 Dutch botanist Hugo de Vries was sent the paper by a friend going through his 
old journals. 

• 1909 - alleles, zygotes and others were finally pinned to the things Mendel first 
described in his humble experiments



John Dobson, Monk and “Sidewalk 
Astronomer”

Invented the Dobsian telescope

MS in Chemistry at Berkeley but shortly after, saw a presentation from a monk

Inspired to become a monk

Monastery duty - reconcile astronomy with the teachings of the monastery

Built telescopes on the side to satisfy his curiosity. Took them around outside

Kicked out of the monastery - co-founded the San Francisco Sidewalk Astronomers



Not Talking About…

• Citizen Science – benefits are mostly one way to scientists who run the 
experiments and get the articles published and credit for discovery

• SETI (Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence) – used to harness large groups 
of compute power from individuals

• Bug Bounties – reactive in nature vs feedback loop and part of process

• Professional “hackers” such as HackerOne, a “bug bounty platform” which 
claims 1000 customers and $26M paid to the ethical hacker community

• Professional scientists who opposed each others’ work or results which 
were published, disparaged by their own community and then later 
celebrated in that same community



What’s Wrong with Citizen Science?

• Fundamentally a one way relationship that mostly benefits one side

• Congress passed enabling legislation for citizen science in 
the American Innovation and Competitiveness Act (AICA) (2017)

• ”Against Citizen Science” Aeon.co article 

• “the majority of existing citizen science consists of the public 
donating unpaid work and data to privately owned, online entities 
that subsequently digest it as ‘big data’.”

• PatientsLikeMe - patients targeted via advocacy groups upload 
details about their experience of illness and treatment, which is 
then sold to pharmaceutical companies

Galaxy Zoo

Science Scribbler



This “Valley of Death” isn’t New*

• The "gap" between research done in academia and its translation 
into marketable products certainly is not new.

• The “gap” between academics and amateurs isn’t new

• Many incubators bridge industry/academia to get out products

• University-industry collaborations have delivered innovative 
commercial products.

• However, many companies are eliminating or scaling back their 
research arm – too costly to have full time researchers on staff. 
Even big vendors dole out $50K grants to people.

* ”Crossing The Valley of Death Transitioning Cybersecurity Research into Practice” (IEEE Security and Privacy magazine, 
Mar-April 2013) Doug Maughan, DHS



Informal Crowdsourcing of this Idea: 
~70% YES/30% NO

• Academics:

• “Many academics know it’s so bad we don’t even look at certain things.”

• “It would ruin my credibility”

• Industry:

• “We just want to get to the intellectual property and buy it or license it.”

• Underground:

• “I’d call it ‘experimental science’ vs ‘hacker’ or underground”

• “What is research and science anyway? What exactly does it mean? As long as 
we agree that the basis is experimentation who cares who does it?”

• Government:

• “As long as you could ensure no damage, it’s a cheap way to get good 
research!”



This is an Academic Conference! What’s 
Wrong with the Status Quo if Discoveries 
are Being Made!??

• Security and privacy research has become incremental at best

• Impact is often not in real world

• I’d argue cybersecurity and privacy research (with the exception of 
cryptography) is all applied vs many traditional, hard sciences in 
which the eventual use or application isn’t always clear

• I’d argue that Peer review is designed to prevent ‘paradigm shifts’



How Academic Security and Privacy 
Studies are Funded

• Before ~ 1970, academics had access to modest funding they could 
use freely. 

• Royal Commission for the Exhibition of 1851 used to allow awardees 
to pursue research in any institution and did not require a research 
proposal; they could pursue any project they liked. Nowadays, they 
require proposals to be judged

• Private Foundations (ie MacArthur or Gates) and Agencies give 
grants and fund a lot of scientific studies

• Grants have very little obligations on part of academic researcher. 
It’s like a gift. Metrics of success (at least in cybersecurity) are 
papers at conferences or possibly a start up



How Black Hat Work is Done

• Anonymously only with others

• In person  with a group – Makerspaces, coffee shops, etc.

• At conferences and hackathons



Where is it Published or Displayed?

Proof of Concept or Get the F*&* Out



Obstacles to Engaging Academia



Obstacle #1- Ethical & Legal 
Considerations

• Institutional Review Boards (IRB)

• Inconsistent across institutions

• Still wrestle with cybersecurity research. Most IRBs set up for animal or human 
physical research

• Collecting network traces – may or may not violate wiretap act. Distinction 
between “content” and “non-content” information is not always clear.

• Testbeds - accidental exfiltration of malicious traffic beyond the testbed

• Running Infected Hosts

• Offensive Research

• Publishing Results - revealing network details about an institution or geographic 
region



Obstacle #2 - Incentives 

• The driving factor is not first and foremost helping make security 
and privacy better in a tangible way (with a few exceptions)

• The incentive is academic tenure which requires:

• Having a paper at a “top conference” 

• Publishing often, even if it’s even mildly incremental or incredibly 
obvious

• Increasingly, some form of start up/entrepreneurial experience

• Getting grant funds from agencies/foundations/vendors/industry



Obstacle #3 – Finding Trusted 
Collaborators outside Academia

• Most academic workshops are invitation only

• Failure is considered BAD.  Incremental hacks are praised.

• Conferences are mostly people reading papers that were already 
put online. Not a lot of socializing aside from finding collaborators 
you by and large know.



Obstacles to Engaging Non-Academic 
Researchers



Obstacle #1 Culture

• At many CONs, the bar opens before noon and there’s a lot of drinking 
even during presentations.

• CONs are culturally hard to navigate if  you don’t know anyone, are 
introverted or are different than the majority in attendance

• Many people don’t even attend these events so their ideas/work is hard 
to track down. Even among those who attend – many don’t speak

• Not all motives are altruistic

• Talks/blogs/posts/work is often for personal satisfaction and challenge

• Lack of interest in collaborating with anything official



Obstacle #2: Legal

• Grey area about how to disclose vulnerabilities properly Responsible                             
disclosure standards not always clear 

• Compute Fraud and Abuse Act (CFAA) - illegal to intentionally access a computer without 
authorization.

• United States v. Drew - corporate policy amounts to a CFAA violation

• United States v. Andrew Auernheimer- sentenced to 41 months in federal prison (2013) for 
revealing to media outlets that AT&T configured its servers to harvest iPad owners’ unsecured 
email addresses. Overturned since case shouldn’t have been brought in New Jersey.

• 2017 journalist Dan Goodin sued by security company about disclosure of a vulnerability. 
Cited Google security researcher Tavis Ormandy, who said in a vulnerability disclosure report 
he posted a day earlier that a security flaw in Keeper allowed "any website to steal any 
password" through the password manager's browser extension. The bug had been fixed by 
the time the story came out.

https://bugs.chromium.org/p/project-zero/issues/detail?id=1481&desc=3


Obstacle #3 – Accessing Academic Papers

• Academic conferences might publish full papers online

• Workshops occasionally have white papers/papers online

• Feb 2013 White House directive (from OSTP) requiring federal agencies with 
$100M+ in annual R&D expenditures to make the peer-reviewed publications 
directly arising from Federal funding publicly accessible to search, retrieve, 
and analyze. “Increasing Access to the Results of Federally Funded Scientific 
Research” 



Obstacle #3 (Cont.) - The Curse of 
Journals

• Journals are behind a paywall. Monopoly by Elsevier. Pay to get your paper 
published in a journal. Pay to read that journal.

• Publicly funded grants include a significant budget for publishing costs -
further inflating the already bloated administrative overhead of them

• Free work around = Sci-Hub (Alexandra Elbakyan, Uzbekistan). 64.5M 
articles. Up since 2011. Claim to have 85% of the paywalled scholarly 
articles.

• “People have endless time to become experts on quackery and pop 
science; wouldn't it be nice to start seeing people who have taken up 
actual science as a hobby, and take it seriously enough to hold themselves 
to the same standards as professionals - or as seriously as the 20-
somethings that are often writing these things?” – anonymous person 
discussing Alexandra Elbakyan’s efforts



Obstacle #3 (Cont.) – “The more sophisticated 
science becomes, the harder it is to 
communicate results”

The Atlantic, April 2018

“Scientific ideas today are complex, dynamic, hard to grab ahold of in your mind’s eye. 
And yet by far the most popular tool we have for communicating these results is the PDF—
literally a simulation of a piece of paper.  
Can we do better?”



What if we brought the two sides 
together? A few examples….



Some Academic Push the Boundaries-
Still No Great Feedback Loop

• Yoshi Kohno – 2017 Malware in DNA:

Encode malicious software into physical strands of DNA. When a gene sequencer 
analyzes it, the resulting data becomes a program that corrupts gene-sequencing 
software and takes control of the computer.

• Damon McKoy – Analyzing craigslist rental scam

• Giovanni Vigna – Drops for Stuff: An Analysis of Reshipping Mule Scams

• Stefan Savage – Measuring the cost of Cybercrime. 2010 hacked car remotely; 
worked with auto manufacturer to remedy. 

• Nicolas Cristin – Measuring Silk Road markets



Voting Security: Close the Time Gap

• 2017: “First Ever” look at voting security!

But…………………..

• 2008 paper, “Are Your Votes Really Counted? Testing the Security of Real-world 
Electronic Voting Systems”, Balzarotti, et al

• 2009 Electronic Voting Technology Workshop; “return-oriented programming” 
used to force a Sequoia AVC Advantage electronic voting machine to turn against 
itself and steal votes (UCSD/Umich/Princeton)

• 2015 workshop “JETS '15: 2015 USENIX Journal 

of Election Technology and Systems Workshop”

Former FTC technologist and Princeton CS Prof Ed Felton had exposed 
vulnerabilities in 2006



Digital Amati (digitalamati.org):
Computational Art History

“seeks to advance our understanding of fundamental geometric structures 
in the design of classical string instruments. Like classical architecture, the 
design of these instruments is founded on geometric principles.”

Computational Thinking + Art + Instrument Design = geometry engine 
created to design instrument – the perfect cello!

Henry Mairson,
Brandeis U



DARPA Cyber Fast Track (2011-2013)

• Micro-grants by Pieter Zatko (Mudge)*

• Zatko found that the number of cyber incidents kept increasing from 2006-
2011 - however, federal cyber defense spending was also increasing. Despite 
the amount of money and effort put toward security, incidents continued to 
rise. 

• Alternative to traditional gov’t funding for research programs run by 
hackers, hackerspaces, and maker labs 

• Averaged 7 days from receipt of proposal to funding being received

• Was it successful? One of the projects to come out of the program includes 
Charlie Miller and Chris Valasek’s car hacking research (DEFCON 2015)

• *https://www.wired.com/2011/11/darpa-fast-track/

https://www.wired.com/2011/11/darpa-fast-track/


Dabbling at Academic Conferences

• SigComm (http://sigcomm.org/) Experience Track : “.. papers on the design, analysis, and 
evaluation of techniques in commercial or otherwise widely used deployment. 
…extending the community’s knowledge of how known techniques fare in realistic 
settings, and particularly in settings that most in the community cannot duplicate, for 
reasons of scale or otherwise.”

• Case Studies track at CHI (Computer Human Interaction): “…presenting stories that 
address practical HCI  — especially in real-world contexts — that are outside the scope of 
traditional research papers. Case Studies do not need to define themselves as part of the 
potentially longer-term body of academic research. Case Studies are not considered 
academic archival publications.”

• Association for Advancement of AI (AAAI) NECTAR track: “aims to make the most 
significant AI results presented at other conferences available to a broad AI audience. One 
goal is to offer researchers the opportunity to learn about areas with which they may not 
already be familiar. Another goal is to encourage the sort of cross-disciplinary AI work 
that has historically been supported by AAAI.”

http://sigcomm.org/


Digital Shoreditch Festival, London 
(2012)

• Workshop 'Better Conversations’:

• A single 'who you gonna call' phone number. Businesses could find the right person to talk to 
- a 'dating agency’ to help pair up academics and business people with complementary 
interests and needs

• 'Sandboxes' that allow groups to experiment with ideas without fear of failure

• A permanent 'café culture' where academics and business people alike can drop in at any 
time and be sure of finding someone with common interests to bounce ideas off.

• 'Jams', that extend the idea of hack days beyond just software coding: opportunity 
identification, design, prototyping of software, physical prototypes, business models, or even 
the creation of start ups. There is a role for incubators to do more than rent desk space. They 
should provide networking opportunities, access to the academic ecosystem, opportunities 
to learn, pitch for business funding and get advice from established entrepreneurs.



And more efforts..

• Bug Bounties – the problem being they’re after the fact

• I Am The Cavalry (Iamthecavalry.org) –focus on promoting research to influence 
public safety. Intersection of computer security and safety. One of the goals is to 
see high quality information in use by decision-makers.

• Public/private threat sharing – especially in electricity sector but also through 
multiple, sector-specific Information Sharing and Analysis Centers (ISACs)

• Defense Department's Hack the Pentagon - federal government's first cyber bug 
hunt open to vetted security specialists. However, no communitywide 
understanding about which research activities would be acceptable.

• DOJ, “…we're not sure where to go to discuss the issue…" 



This Sounds Pretty Negative – What 
More Can Be Done?



On the Academic Side

• Adventurous faculty can sponsor non-academics to 
participate

• Encourage undergrads to participate. Ask for a 2 page 
proposal and 5 page write up on the idea.

• DARPA, NSF, DHS, Foundations – anyone who funds security 
and privacy projects can include an underground component

• Invite non academics to workshops 



On the Underground Side

• Academics can’t do offensive research in general, but know they 
need to, so an opportunity to collaborate is welcome. Matchmaking 
at various Cons?

• Many academics who are experts on crypto say that they don’t use 
PGP and can’t figure out many of the open and paid tools we take 
for granted (last pass, etc). School them on practical security 
challenges including usability!

• Part of this is the challenge of how we as a ‘non professional’ 
security and privacy community broadcast what we know. Many are 
media savvy wizards, some are private.



On the Government side

• Invite non-academics to serve on Cybersecurity panels:

• CISOs

• Security Engineers 

• Privacy Officers from large companies that handle PII

• Use more Community Advisory Boards to solicit feedback

• Crowdsource research ideas

• More clarity around ethical research, CFAA restrictions and offensive 
research needs



What More Can be Done?

• Neutral Conference to include both sides, possibly a day on front or 
tail end of academic or hacker con or both

• Present research challenges on both sides!

• Physical meetings at maker spaces. Virtual meetings? Some 
academics DO participate but minimal active participation

• CTFs with academics/hackers as equals – setting up and 
participating

• Conferences that are a really great start:

• IEEE SecDev

• USENIX Enigma

Hardware Village

Packet hacking



Addressing Legal Obstacles to 
Research
• Jointly address legal challenges to research?

• Right now it’s places like Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) and 
other activist groups.

• Remember CyberSquirrel? He was part of a famous hacker co-op 
think tank in Boston called L0pht

• L0pht testified before Congress in 1998 that they could shut down 
the Internet in 30 min.

• They blamed software manufacturers which are not held liable for 
their products



Journal

• Journal for underground/hacker research. Has been proposed 
before

• Challenge – who’d peer review? Who’d put time into it?

• Pros – a place to show off your work

• Cons – takes a lot of work; who’d pay?



Where Else is this Model Used?



Urban Science: Cities are Filled with Data
How is all the Data Analyzed and Used?

Special Issue May 2016
Articles like “A Plague of Rats” by 
Warren Cornwall

Chicago Data Portal

Array of Things – urban sensor project from Argonne Lab



Civic Tech: Hacker Data Scientists 
Fill the Gap

• Chief Data Officer for City of Chicago – no staff.

• Lots of data – how to use it?

• Open City Data Meetup

• Chi Hacknight



Biohacking/Quantified Self/DIY Bio

• FBI started reaching out 
• Concern about synthetic biology
• Jason Bobe, co‐founder and director of the website DIYbio.org: 

“discussions between the community and the FBI have educated 
both sides. “[FBI agents] need to be educated about the realities of 
the community and new technologies. It was hugely valuable for us 
to engage and educate them. I think it became obvious to them 
that we are not the enemy”.



Comments, thoughts, ideas?
Can we make something happen?

securitygrrl@sudomail.com
anikolich@iit.edu

mailto:securitygrrl@sudomail.com
mailto:anikolich@iit.edu

